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Mapping Your Resources

Introduction

Map the resources and allies available to you—on campus and off, locally and nationally. 
A university’s diverse services and resources supporting the professional development of 
students are often housed in different places within the university. In addition, there will 
be people at your university—such as PhDs working in administrative roles—willing or even 
eager to help.

The wider infrastructure that supports humanistic inquiry—what may be called the human-
ities ecosystem—is vast and extends well beyond academic departments and institutions. It 
too can serve as a valuable source of information, ideas, resources, funding, and jobs. 

Every institution is different. Review the mission statements of both your university and your 
department as well as your university’s strategic plan (if it has one) and any other guiding 
documents. What are the overall principles or values espoused in these documents? It is es-
pecially useful to know if your university or department has a mandate to engage the public 
or contribute to the greater good.

Questions to Consider before Getting Started

• What kinds of authority and how much autonomy do academic departments have within 
your institution? To whom must a department answer?

• How and by whom are disciplinary norms for success defined at your institution? (For ex-
ample, where and how would you make the case that the hiring of one of your doctoral stu-
dents as a program officer at the NEH should be equivalent, in terms of your department’s 
reputation and rewards, to the hiring of a student in a tenure-line position at a Research 1 
institution?)

• What sources of support are available for your department to experiment with models 
of student funding, curricular innovations, career workshops, alumni tracking, etc.? Are 
there any university-wide efforts in this area? (If you are unsure, this section contains some 
suggestions for finding out.)

 



• What are your peer institutions doing around the issue of humanities careers? (To get an idea 
of this, take a look at their career services Web sites and their departmental Web pages—espe-
cially their alumni or placement pages—or speak directly with colleagues at these institutions.) 

On-Campus Resources

Find out if someone on your campus has already developed a structured guide to the cam-
pus resources and services that are in place to help students with professional development. 
It might be a simple graphic like Baylor University’s Grad Tracks, or an organized list with com-
mentary like the University of California, Berkeley’s Resources for PhDs, or a full-blown inter-
active Web site like Stanford’s Graduate Professional Development Framework. 

If something similar is not available on your campus, two good places to begin mapping your 
resources are career services and the graduate school or division. 

The Career Services Center

Career services centers vary significantly in philosophy and in services offered. Ideally, career 
services will be your strongest ally on campus when it comes to graduate student profession-
al development.

To find out exactly what the situation is on your campus, contact career services directly. They 
are usually very happy to hear from departments. Here are some questions you could ask:

• Is there a career services professional dedicated to working with graduate students? Is there 
a counselor who works specifically with graduate students from humanities departments? 

• What kinds of services or events does the career center offer? (Sometimes there is a calen-
dar available online.) 

• How does the staff who work with humanities graduate students view humanities gradu-
ate students? What can you do or what might you need to do to educate career services 
staff about the skills, intellectual habits, and forms of expertise cultivated in humanities 
doctoral study?

• In the view of career services, what can departments do to help better prepare students 
for a variety of careers?

• How could the department and career services collaborate to offer discipline-specific pro-
gramming for graduate students? 

If you discover that your career center does not work with graduate students (or that it works 
primarily with STEM students), you will want to advocate for better career services for your 
students. Specifically, many institutions have found that hiring PhDs to work with PhDs, even 



if they are in different fields, is remarkably effective. The needs of PhD students are not the 
same as those of undergraduates, and fellow PhDs are in the best position to recognize that. 

If you find out that your career services center offers robust resources for humanities PhD stu-
dents, invite the staff into the department to give a presentation about career pathways for hu-
manities PhDs. Encourage both students and faculty members to attend. Let your students know 
directly about career center events by forwarding e-mails and posting flyers outside your office. 

Finally, be aware of the implicit messages you send regarding career center events. If you 
enthusiastically encourage or even require attendance at departmental lectures but forward 
career center events with a tepid “FYI,” graduate students will be less likely to attend the ca-
reer center events. 

The Graduate School or Division

The graduate school or division is often a clearinghouse for all events and resources related 
to graduate students on campus. Staff at the graduate school usually have a strong network 
across the university—both in departments and in other administrative units—of people who 
support graduate education. If there is no map of resources already available, they may be 
able to create one. 

If your career center either underserves graduate students or does not serve them at all, the 
graduate school may be taking up the slack. You can probably find out a lot about what it of-
fers from its Web site, but it is worth contacting the graduate school directly to find out more. 
As the administrative unit dedicated to serving graduate students across the university, the 
graduate school will have access to people and information. Some questions to ask include:

• What are other departments (either in the humanities or more broadly) already doing to 
help their graduate students prepare for a variety of careers?

• What kinds of university-wide professional development initiatives (e.g., internships, fel-
lowships, etc.) should I be aware of? Are humanities graduate students applying for and 
participating in university-wide professional development initiatives? 

• What kinds of opportunities exist for students to gain work experience here at the univer-
sity? What are the policies around graduate students working?

• Are there staff dedicated to working with international students? How can I support my 
international graduate students who want to stay in the United States after graduating?

• What else can departments do to help graduate students prepare for a variety of careers? 

• Do humanities doctoral students have specific professional development needs?

• Could I have a short list of university staff who hold humanities PhDs? 



People as Resources

At most universities, there is a plethora of humanities PhDs working as staff members in 
administrative units. A valuable and usually untapped resource, identifying them is critical to 
building your network of allies. PhDs are employed in many areas of a university but most 
likely in the following places:

• Library or special collections

• Undergraduate advising

• Center for teaching and learning

• Research centers, including the humanities center

• Educational technology

• Writing and language center administration

One low-cost way to start a conversation in your department is to invite two or three of these 
PhDs to give a lunchtime talk in your department about their career paths and what they do. 
Again, strongly encourage both faculty and students to attend. For sample questions to ask 
during such an event, consult the section on sample questions for alumni panels.

Other On-Campus Resources

Your university’s humanities center may also be interested in the question of humanities 
careers. In fact, it may be willing to host events or provide some funding for workshops or 
speakers. This is especially likely if you approach the issue from a public humanities perspec-
tive, because many humanities centers have public engagement as part of their mission. 

Graduate students themselves are another significant resource. They often have a lot of ener-
gy around this issue but are sometimes hesitant to speak up because of departmental hierar-
chies. If your department has a graduate student council, its leadership may be a good place 
to begin looking for allies. It may surprise you to find out how much departmental culture can 
be influenced by a supportive faculty member who joins forces with a vocal graduate student. 

Off-Campus Resources

Your Local Humanities Ecosystem

The humanities ecosystem is a vibrant place, full of interesting organizations and smart, capa-
ble people doing important work. 



Figure 3 below is a map of this ecosystem, somewhat narrowly defi ned; humanities PhDs take 
jobs outside this ecosystem all the time in places like the federal government and manage-
ment consulting fi rms. In these areas of the ecosystem, however, the humanities and the value 
of a humanities PhD are, by and large, already understood. They are good options for gradu-
ate students who want to translate academic work into other types of work.  

FIG. 3

There is much valuable and intellectually challenging humanities work taking place in parts of 
the humanities ecosystem that the academic humanities rarely touch. Most graduate students 
are unaware that this ecosystem exists at all. This disconnect can make it diffi cult to transition 
into jobs in these sectors later on. 

Bridging the gap between graduate students and the humanities ecosystem can benefi t both 
students and the organizations. Departments can seek out organizations for mutual collabo-
ration and expertise, students can seek them out for internship and job opportunities, and the 
organizations can seek out departments and students to fi ll positions for which a PhD would 
be well suited. 

Exploring your local humanities ecosystem can take time and energy, and it might be worth 
hiring graduate students to do it. This work will also benefi t the students’ understanding of 
the ecosystem and grow their network. In addition to Web searches, you should consider 



finding out where your alumni have worked and consulting the list of organizations across 
the country that have hosted ACLS public fellows. Although you do not need to limit your 
search to organizations that have already hired PhDs, it can be helpful for getting a foot in the 
door. 

Once you have found some of these organizations, consider contacting them to ask if you 
might arrange a site visit for a small group of students to visit their offices and meet with their 
staff for a group informational interview. Alumni are great points of contact for setting up site 
visits. Career services may be able to help you with this.  

National Organizations and Programs

There is a national conversation happening around PhD careers. As you make changes on your 
campus, be they large or small, reach out to other organizations and programs that are making 
changes. Here are some organizations and programs that are leading the conversation.

The Modern Language Association’s Connected Academics, funded by the Mellon Founda-
tion. Connected Academics sponsors a range of programming at the MLA Annual Conven-
tion, from panels to workshops to an annual Showcase of PhD Career Diversity.

American Historical Association’s Career Diversity for Historians (especially their faculty 
resources)

The Mellon Foundation / American Council of Learned Societies’ Postdoctoral Public Fellows 
Program

Graduate Career Consortium (especially its career-exploration Web site for graduate students 
in the humanities and social sciences, ImaginePhD)

Versatile PhD (Find out if your institution subscribes.)

Humanities without Walls (especially its career-diversity summer workshops for doctoral 
students)
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